DAIRYCOMP CONSULTANT

DCConsultant is the premier analysis tool for high-performance consultants. Evaluate your client’s data anytime, anywhere!

- Companion to the world’s most powerful herd management tool – DairyComp
- Unlimited phone and email support from 7 AM to 7 PM CST, Monday – Friday
- No implementation fees

CALL 888.225.6753 to start using the most comprehensive herd management tools in the industry.

At the heart of your dairy
www.vas.com
15 million animals and counting are managed worldwide by VAS products. Discover why professionals from around the world, rely on VAS for their consulting needs at vas.com.

DAIRYCOMP CONSULTANT

THE MOST DYNAMIC DAIRY DATA DELIVERY SYSTEM IN THE INDUSTRY. ANALYZE IT YOUR WAY.

Data – Analyze herd data for profit-driven recommendations
• Explore client data across any date range, herd group, or event type to provide valuable insights
• Generate charts and graphs, then seamlessly explore lists of animals and individual CowCards
• Verify compliance on protocol and treatment programs you have implemented

Accessibility – Consult whenever, wherever for effective management
• Easily switch between customer herd files to compare trends for customers
• Review data any time you want - without managing around your client’s accessibility
• Navigate between invited herds to view customer statistics on the VAS Platform

Customization – Efficiently evaluate data with uniformity
• Load clients DairyComp herd data your way for a uniform experience
• Collaborate on common metrics within your organization with customizable configurations
• Analyze information quickly by writing and saving your own commands and reports to get actionable information

Looking only at herd averages can be deceiving! Zooming in to the data found in graphs and tables can provide more insight into the outliers, allowing you to investigate problem animals.

DCConsultant allows you to deep dive into dairy data to make the best recommendations for improvement on farms.

Call 888.225.6753 to learn how DCConsultant can be tailored to your business.